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Climate scientists urge support for nuclear power. nrC allows heatup of Fort Calhoun reactor; restart decision still pending. nrC issues orders to former senior reactor operators, exelon. basemat concrete poured for unit 3 at Summer site. More rais
issued for eSbwr design certification. watts bar-2 still on pace for operation in late
2015. renaissance watch: an update on developments that may lead to new power
reactors. nrC increases oversight of Pilgrim-1, Susquehanna-2. nrC denies petition
in limerick license renewal, revises schedules. unplanned scrams at six reactors. nrC
drops plans to change interlocutory appeals process.
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bechtel-led team retains y-12/Pantex contract. iaea review finds u.S. nuclear security to be “robust.” u.S.-russian report addresses nuclear terrorism. nrC to amend
special nuclear material regulations.
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areva wins contract to complete brazil’s angra-3. the olkiluoto-3 reactor vessel head
has been installed. South Korea awards $10.6-million contract to lloyd’s register.
agreement reached on Sinop new-build project in turkey. olympic torch reaches
north Pole by nuclear-powered russian icebreaker. Switzerland’s Mühleberg nuclear
plant to be closed in 2019. SCK-Cen, Cern team up to develop particle accelerators.
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Doe determines that suspect tanks at Hanford Site are not leaking. nrC extends comment period for proposed waste confidence rule. Savannah river Site employee recognized for innovative ideas. nrC finds licensee decommissioning funds to be
sufficient. Court denies nevada’s appeal for a rehearing of yucca Mountain case. Sludge removed from 11th single-shell tank
at Hanford Site.
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black range Minerals buys Shootaring Mill. babcock & wilcox,
lightbridge to develop pilot fuel fabrication facility. Parliament
of Greenland votes to revoke ban on uranium mining.

INDUSTRY

63

organization established to promote nuclear industry in virginia. aMeC acquires automated engineering Services; other
business developments. Srnl’s energy Materials research laboratory officially opened on november 4. areva awarded three
contracts; other pacts.
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Key design changes proposed for iter.
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u.S. army receives license to possess depleted uranium at
Hawaiian sites. oregon State university reactor could be supply source for Mo-99/tc-99m.
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nrC issues six regulatory guides, proposes another.
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